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By SIDGWICK, H.,

Condition: New. Cambridge University Press, 2012. 670p. Paperback. Series: Cambridge Library
Collection - Philosophy. One of the most influential of the Victorian philosophers, Henry Sidgwick
(1838?1900) also made important contributions to fields such as economics, political theory and
classics. A proponent of the utilitarianism of Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill, which he
analysed in his classic work The Methods of Ethics (1874; also reissued in this series), he later
turned to the practical side of politics in this work, published in 1891. His aim was to have a
'rational discussion of political questions in modern states', and he offers a thorough examination
of Victorian politics, beginning with a discussion of political theory before moving on to more
concrete matters such as property and law. The later chapters discuss the function of government
through themes such as procedural matters, international affairs, war, political parties, and public
participation, giving a comprehensive account of both ideas about and the functioning of late-
nineteenth-century government. (Publisher's information). Condition: New Print on Demand.
Printed on Demand.
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ReviewsReviews

This composed book is excellent. This really is for all who statte that there had not been a worth reading through. Your life period will probably be change
as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Cheyanne Barrows-- Cheyanne Barrows

The book is fantastic and great. I have go through and i also am certain that i will planning to read through once more once more down the road. Its been
printed in an exceedingly simple way and is particularly simply a er i finished reading through this publication through which really changed me, change
the way i think.
-- Hank Powlowski-- Hank Powlowski
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